
Chapter 9
Trustworthiness of Autonomous Systems

S. Kate Devitt

9.1 Introduction

Humans are constantly engaged in evaluating the trustworthiness of humans and sys-
tems. Effective robots and Autonomous Systems (AS) must be trustworthy. Under-
standing how humans trust will enable better relationships between human and
AS. Trust is essential in designing autonomous and semi-autonomous technolo-
gies, because “No trust, no use” [80]. Additionally, rates of usage are proportionally
related to the degree of trust expressed [54]. Hancock et al. [37] argue that trust
begets reliance, compliance and use. However, humans do already rely on systems
they do not trust. Consider the unreasonable privacy policies agreed to by users to
access services via apps, websites and cloud services [90]. Because privacy policies
can be changed at any time, private data may be sold by organisations for profit with-
out explicit consumer consent or even awareness. Consumers can find the benefits
of the services to enhance their lives and productivity too strong to resist. In these
situations, people rely on systems they do not trust and are not trustworthy. People
know that their data may be shared for corporate interests. People know that they
have signed away rights on their own images, etc. by using these services. As more
services operate without human decision makers yet offer irresistible perks, humans
may increasingly rely on untrusted AS to decide for them. Instead of trust, it may be
better to consider human reliance on other humans and systems as a measure of risk
aversion–of which trustworthiness remains a significant part.
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9.1.1 Autonomous Systems

AScanbe robots,AI programsor software that operatewithout humancontrol.ASare
made by teams of engineers, designers, mathematicians, and computer programmers
to serve a human need. AS actions and decisions are made by complex hierarchical
processes balancing the uncertainties of cross modal inputs such as cameras, micro-
phones, tactile responders with internal representations such as maps, directives and
event memories. AS execute functions such as actively selecting data, transform-
ing information, making decisions, or controlling processes without inputs [54]
(p. 50).AS are defined in contrastwith automated systems andmanual systems.Auto-
mated systems are largely deterministic to achieve predefined goals. Classic automata
such as Japanese karakuri demonstrate complicated, nevertheless predictable behav-
iours [1]. In contrast, AS learn and adapt in their environments rendering their actions
more indeterminate over time [36, 80]. Advanced AS may be capable of executive
functions such as planning, goal-setting, rule-making and abstract conceptualisation.
An ‘autonomous system’ can refer to a subset of functions within a larger functional
system or refer to the superset of functions undertaken by an agent or machine.
Regardless of the scope of functions of an autonomous system, it is important that
AS operate without human control.

9.1.2 Trustworthiness

Trustworthiness is a property of an agent or organisation that engenders trust in
another agent or organisation. Trust is a psychological state in which a person makes
themselves vulnerable because they are confident that other agents will not exploit
them [68]. Trust is also a social feeling of mutual confidence that increases the
efficiency of systems, allowing adaptations to externalities and uncertainties [4].
Trust, like empathy, truth telling and loyalty lubricates social interactions. Humans
depend on flexible cooperation with unrelated group members that rely on trust [89].
Thus, social success relies both the evaluation of the trustworthiness of others and
the presentation of oneself as trustworthy [23].

We can distinguish between the trust we place in individuals, and the general trust
we have in our society that affects how we make decisions more broadly, e.g. Adam
Smith [87] in theWealth of Nations noted that amerchant ismore comfortable trading
within their own society because they can “know better the character and situation
of the persons whom he trusts.” Empirical literature has linked improved trust with
more efficient public institutions, greater economic prosperity, self-reported health
and happiness across many societies using a range of statistical techniques (see [16]).
Within a Nation or society, trust is quite heterogeneous between individuals. Surveys
on whether subjects trust a generic person—measured on a scale between 0 (no trust
at all) and 10 (fully trusted)—find large interpersonal differences [14]. Economic
productivity peaks when the average citizen rates a generic person a ‘7’ level of
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trust-a fairly high level of trust. Pessimists trust too little and give up opportunities
too often. Optimists trust too much and get cheated more frequently. How does this
trust research relate to AS? Do economic models apply to designing trustworthiness
inAS? Shouldwe create trustworthy systems to engender a ‘7’ level of trustmatching
optimum human economic performance? That is to say, if we test the trustworthiness
of autonomous-human interactions, shouldwe aim to replicate the trustmetrics found
between people or some other measure?

It is important to acknowledge that trust is a complex phenomena and has been
defined differently depending on the discipline [78]. Economists consider it calcu-
lative [99] or institutional [70]. Psychologists focus on the cognitive attributes of
the trustor and the trustee [77, 96]. Sociologists find trust within human relation-
ships [33]. Understanding the way humans conceive of and act regarding trust is
critical to ensure the success of trusted AS. To bring different approaches under a
single framework for investigation, this chapter will examine trustworthiness with
three questions:

1. Who or what is trustworthy?-metaphysics
2. How do we know who or what is trustworthy?-epistemology
3. What factors influence what or who should we trust?-normativity

Building trustworthy autonomous systems requires understanding trust in human-
human relationships and human-AS interactions. A research program on trusted
AS ought to incorporate mental models informed from cognitive science to better
understand and respond to human thoughts and behaviour. An example of such
a research program is the recent work programming a robot with ACT-R/E [49,
94], an embodied extension of the ACT-R [3] cognitive architecture. The ACT-R/E
implementation takes features of human cognition, such as segmenting time into
events and narrative explanation to bring meaningfulness and trust to robot-human
relationships. But, it is just one of many promising frameworks to align AS with
human cognition. This chapter considers a range of theories of trust to influence the
design trustworthy autonomous systems.

9.2 Background

The Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant disaster stemming from the Japanese
earthquake and tsunami in March 2011 motivated DARPA to develop the Robot-
ics Challenge (DRC) in 2012. Immune to radiation damage, Japan could have used
robots to help rescue people, or go into the Fukishima power plant to turn off valves,
investigate leaks or structural damage. Yet after decades of robot research and devel-
opment Japan did not have a rescue robot. Where was the real Astroboy [1, 60]?
Humanoid Robotics Project (HRP)-2 was functionally designed to assist people in
construction, dangerous environments and home [47] but did not have the oper-
ational capacities to help when needed. In response, the DRC challenged robots
to perform tasks modeled on the context of urban search and rescue (USAR) and
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industrial disaster response task domains [105]. Tasks were real-world anthropomor-
phic manipulation and mobility; controlled by automated interfaces and teleopera-
tion. Challenges included obstacles such as opening a door, turning a valve, driving a
car, andwalking over a pile of chaotic bricks. The first robots to attempt the challenge
failed miserably. They almost all fell over or were unable to complete tasks so sim-
ple for humans. The DRC robots were not even autonomous-actions were manually
controlled by teams.

Thus, despite early optimism that robots would be capable of performing human-
level tasks by 2015, machines are still far from achieving this goal. Very basic tasks
still require supervisory human control from one or more operators. Complex envi-
ronments such as USAR, require continuous direct control by multiple operators.
Engineering autonomy in robots requires more research in both pragmatic design
and societal implications. Trust will emerge from evidence-based control interface
design that accommodatesmultiple control paradigms of the robot and the user [105].

Even though theDARPAchallenge remains difficult to accomplish,ASare already
being depended upon in our lives, from our adaptive smart phones [56], to off shore
oil rig drilling programs [34]. Self-driving modes in cars (see [91, 100]), mining
trucks [82] and buses [76] are already in use. Now is the time to understand the
metaphysical, epistemological and normative dimensions of trust and trustworthiness
so that we can build, use and thrive with AS.

9.3 Who or What Is Trustworthy?

Who or what is trustworthy? In this section I consider what sort of property trust-
worthiness is and the sorts of components a trusted AS might comprise of. Trust-
worthiness might be an intrinsic property of an agent similar to height, or a rela-
tional property similar to tallness. Perhaps a robot that survives the apocalypse, like
WALL-E [61] is trustworthy due to intrinsic moral virtues such as charm, cheeri-
ness and helpfulness, even if there are no other humans or robots to trust him? Or
WALL-E is trustworthy when compared to other robots such as EVE programmed
to obey directives. Trustworthiness might be a substantial property-an independent
particular-or a dispositional property-the capacity of an object to affect or be affected
by other things. The classic example of a dispositional property is fragility. A vase is
fragile because it breaks easily. A dispositional account might suppose that a person
is trustworthy because they speak truthfully or act reliably with others. It might be
thought that trustworthiness is both a dispositional and relational property estab-
lished by the subjective judgment of one agent X of another agent Y in virtue their
shared spatio-temporal interactions. For example, an employee goes through a three
month probation period or a solder undergoes basic training to build their reputation
with a Drill Sergeant or manager. The graduating employee or solider are deemed
trustworthy for a prescribed set of activities with a particular group of people in
a specific context. Note that any trustworthiness ascribed to an individual due to
these processes pertains to that domain of actions. It’s not clear how generalizable or
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transferable trustworthiness is. At least an argument needs to bemade to demonstrate
the transferability of trustworthiness across domains.

What is interesting about Trustworthiness understood as a dispositional and rela-
tional property is that it can be established by combining judgments from multiple
agents, such as through peer assessment [58]. In this way, an IT device can be judged
trustworthy through a network of sensors using a reputation-checking algorithm. For
example, beacon nodes on Wireless Sensor Networks can be evaluated on whether
they are providing accurate location identification by 1-hop neighboring nodes [88].
Autonomous trustworthiness-evaluation and -judgment is important when networks
are vulnerable tomalicious interference. Indeed, trustworthiness evaluation programs
are considered increasingly important with the proliferation of autonomous systems
connected via the Internet of Things (IoT) (see [17, 83, 104]).

If the dispositional and relational account of trustworthiness is right, then what
dispositional properties does it consist of? In the preceding paragraphs I suggested
that a person might be trustworthy because they speak truthfully or act reliably. Let’s
look at these ideas more closely.

Central to the notion of trustworthiness is reliability and accuracy. So, an AS
is trustworthy if we can rely on it being right. For example, a binnacle compass is
trustworthy if a sailor can rely on it to accurately adjust to the rise and fall of the
waves and orient to magnetic north [7]. If a sailor navigates to the wrong shore, she
might wonder if her compass has become unreliable and thus she ought not trust it.
Perhaps ferrous nails have been used that pull the needle away from true readings
and the binnacle compass’s reliability compromised?

Is trustworthiness more than reliability? How do properties such as adaptabil-
ity meet reliability? For example, the trustworthiness of a rescue dog might be its
capacity to adapt to severe conditions, such as digging through an avalanche to find a
stranded person, even if the dog has never encountered such an environment. Adapt-
ability is not an orthogonal trait, but a higher order reliability. In this case, we rely
on the dog to be adaptable in unusual, unexpected or changing conditions. The trust-
worthiness of people, creatures and machines is related to the reliability of their
capacities and functions in domains of differing complexity and uncertainty.

Is trustworthiness also about redundancy? We know that AS will not be perfectly
safe. There will be hardware failures, software bugs, perception errors and reasoning
errors [27]. Aerospace and military operations build in an expectation of failure into
design to enable trust. For example, Boeing 747’s only need a single engine to fly, yet
are equippedwith four engines to ensure redundancy [22]. TheSpaceShuttle program
used five identical general purpose digital computers [85]. Four of these computers
operated as a redundant set and the fifth calculated non-critical computations. The
anticipation of failure and the deliberate engineering of multiple systems in avionic
engineering makes these systems more reliable and hence more trustworthy. Still, is
there more to trust than reliability?

Philosophers have traditionally differentiated reliability and trust.While reliability
is necessary for trust, it isn’t sufficient. Reliability is a property of machines and
inanimate objects, where as trust occurs between conscious agents. For example,
we rely on a shelf to hold books, but do we trust the shelf [39]? Fully-fledged trust
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seems to involve reliability and psychological components such as the ability to
apologise if we let people down, if we fail to do as we said we would. A shelf has no
attitudes towards what it does. Human trust is traditionally mentally, linguistically
and rationally based rather than limited to summaries of behavior [24, 40, 48, 84].
AS are a challenge to traditional philosophical distinctions on trust because they
are inanimate, in the sense that they are programed to fulfill a set of tasks within a
domain and have no intrinsic care for humans and no self-driven desire to maintain
their reputation. The tradition to incorporate psychological attitudes in a model of
trust could either be misplaced or reconsidered to drive the design processing the age
of AS.

By focusing on systems as well as people, the business management litera-
ture may provide a more suitable starting framework for building trusted AS than
philosophy (for more philosophical discussion see [64]). The management two-
component model of trust differentiates competence-consisting of skills, reliabil-
ity and experience-and integrity-consisting of motives, honesty and character (see
Fig. 9.1). Using this framework user trust in AS could be grounded in reliable oper-
ations built by high-integrity organisations.

Competence comprises of skills, reliability and experience. A person or robot can
be competent and yet occasionally not have exactly the right skills for the job, or
the sometimes fail to do a task within their domain and sometimes reach the limit of
their experience. Competence is thought to improve when an individual learns more
skills, becomes more reliable and has more experiences. Integrity can be analysed
as comprising of motives, honesty and character. We trust someone who is trying
their best, who is transparent about their actions and has a character that, regardless
of competence, inclines them to take responsibility for their actions, be thoughtful
and empathetic to others and other traits. This two-factor model of trust combines
ability and ethics [19, 20, 51, 59]. Trust (T) consists of:

Fig. 9.1 A two-component model of trust incorporating competence-skills, reliability and
experience-and integrity-motives, honesty and character [19, 20, 51, 59]
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• Competence (C)
• skills (Cs)
• reliability (Cr)
• experience (Ce)
• Integrity (I)
• motives (Im)
• honesty (Ih)
• character (Ic)
• T = f(C, I)

Research suggests an asymmetry in the way trust is lost between these two fac-
tors. A single integrity failure may result in a loss of trust in the way that a single
incompetent action does not [51]. People use integrity judgments to generalize across
domains of a relationship, where as competence is more domain specific [20]. Addi-
tionally integrity-based trust implies a reduced threat of opportunism in a way that
competence-based trust does not [59]. Trust depends on beliefs about the other’s
benevolent motives [103].

Notice the difference between human-human trust and human-AI trust violations.
There is an interesting asymmetry between levels of competence required for humans
to trust other humans versus trusting AI. Unlike human-human relationships, trust
built up inductively between humans and AI can be destroyed with single instances
of inaccuracy or unreliability. Consider the mistakes Google’s AI made identifying
vertical wavy lines as a starfish [69]. A single misidentification of a starfish can
end trust in that machine learning algorithm even though it has performed well in
the past. Consider the disproportionate media scrutiny of the first Tesla autopilot
fatality. The Tesla flaw was due to the car’s incapacity to differentiate the reflectance
of light from a truck from the reflectance of the sky [86]. Even though human drivers
make perceptual errors leading to crashes all the time, the Telsa fatality caused much
uncertainty around whether the AI responsibly could be trusted. The Tesla case
is a good example of much higher competence-based trust thresholds for AS than
human operators and where a single model may not be sufficient. But, not only are
competency requirements misaligned between human-humans and human-AS, but
the integrity aspects of the model present a challenge for AS design.

Consider the requirement for honesty in Fig. 9.1. Engineers might correctly won-
der how to communicate complex computational processes to human operators who
themselves do not have the competency to understand their underlying logical oper-
ation? The data and algorithms of autonomous agents are hidden from most human
stake-holders and cannot be understood even if a translation layer were added and
explanations communicated in plain language. Perhaps human do not expect honesty
from AS the same way they do from other humans? A question then is, whether
humans should mistrust AS based on perceived honesty violations (Ih). Should
engineers creating anASprioritise transparency andcommunicationof their decision-
making mechanisms for trust and adoption? Should users demand them? It is impor-
tant to consider that integrity components of the trust model might be appropriate
for the human engineers, designers and corporate representatives of AS, but perhaps
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not crucial for the systems themselves? That is, so long as human stakeholders can
honestly report the technical specifications of AS to other experts such as regulators,
then AS do not need to convey integrity information to users.

What about the role of motives (Im) and character (Ic) on trusted autonomy?
Sometimes humans believe AS have more psychological reality than they actually
do due to clever programming. ELIZA was one of the first relational AIs designed to
engender trust using simple grammatical tricks [15, 95]. Little has been developed
since that could be dubbed motives or character. Merrick, Klyne and Hardhienata
in Sect. 15.5 discuss the interplay between motive and reliability. They argue that
lack of transparency in the motivations or experiences of an agent can reduce trust
between humans and robots, as it is difficulty to gauge why a robot is behaving the
way it is, and hence, whether it is trustworthy. They suggest reputational models to
help multiple users know when they should trust a particular agent. However, they
also note that there is very little work done that incorporates both computational
models of motivation and computational models of trust.

AIs in science fiction imagine how character might affect operations. HAL from
the movie 2001: A Space Odyssey [52, 53] is a malevolent AI who lacks integrity,
but is fairly competent at achieving a mission-albeit his own. Deep Thought from
the Hitchhikers guide to the Galaxy [2, 67] is a benevolent AI who provides answers
that humans don’t want to hear, such as that the meaning of life, the universe and
everything is 42. AIs can have varying degrees of competence and integrity that
affects how we trust them. Additionally, may be other factors in a successful model
of trust to truly understand how humans will respond to extremely smart AI.

The model described in this section is the start of an investigation of what
trustworthiness could be between humans an AS based on an interdisciplinary inves-
tigation. Critics have noted that themodel above confuses an influencing factor and an
indicator.1 They argue that reliability is an indicator of competence, not an input like
skills and experience that generate competence. Skills and competence are indepen-
dent variables that influence competence. I argue that while reliability is not an input,
it is a property of a trustworthy system, not merely an indicator, hence its inclusion
in the model along with skills and experience. Isolating reliability from skills and
experience is meant to allow for multiple ranges in skills, reliability and experience
to operate independently from one another. So, a person might be a skilled carpenter
with years of experience, yet be incompetent at time tm because his divorce lead him
to alcoholism and unreliable behaviours. Reliability is not merely the combination
of skills and experience, it requires additional features such as the adaptability and
redundancy discussed above. However, the critic is right that much more work needs
to done to refine and hone this model to appropriately capture the metaphysics of
trustworthiness forAS. Themanagementmodel is just the beginning of incorporating
human factors into AS design.

1Many thanks to an anonymous reviewer for bringing up this distinction.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-64816-3_15
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9.4 How do We Know Who or What Is Trustworthy

Howdowedecidewhether to trust? InSect. 9.3 the properties that establish and define
trustworthiness were considered. In this section the epistemology of trustworthiness
is examined-how do we knowwho or what is trustworthy?What are the indicators of
trust? If a person claims to justifiably trust another, it indicates they have the ability
and confidence to predict others’ behaviour [62]. Implicit, heuristic or ‘gut’ indicators
of trust are often grounded in physical responses and intuitions. Explicit, reflective
or rational trust stems from our experience of people over time and our reasons to
judge their trustworthiness. Often we do not know why we trust, we trust implicitly.
Thomas Reid (1764) [75] argued that reasons could not be required for trust given
that’most men would be unable to find reasons for believing the thousandth part
of what is told them.’ Reid’s point is that humans must be justified to trust even
in the absence of reasons. Consider the way we use Google maps. Many people
use Google maps to get them where they need to go, without knowing how Google
maps works, how their phone works or how traffic influences the instructions Google
maps provides. Not only do people not knowwhy they trust Google maps, it does not
seem to concern people that they do not know why. So how do humans make trust
judgments of systems and each other, and are these the same mechanisms that elicit
trust in AS? This section moves through implicit and explicit justifications of trust
followed by a cognitive model of trust and competence and finally a brief comment
on the relationship between trustworthiness and risk.

9.4.1 Implicit Justifications of Trust

Implicit justifications of trust are preconscious, embodied trust responses developed
without top-down cognitive evaluations. For example a monkey climbs a vertical
structure implicitly trusting that it will improve their odds of survival against preda-
tion. Researchers know how to alter physical properties of embodied AS (i.e. robots)
to engender implicit trust including how they look, sound and feel. Social robots
are designed with big responsive eyes and eyebrows [12], as are mobile, dexterous
and social robots (MDS) [11, 94]. Some designers have shaped robots like baby
animals-such as the harp seal robot PARO [1]-and use biomimetic features such as
soft skin for tactile trust [50]. The Kismet robot with human-like eyes, eyebrows and
lips was designed to recognize and mimic emotions, including facial expressions,
vocalisations and movement [12].

Physical actions connote trust in humans. Japanese robot designers have found
cultural identificationwith a robotwho imitates traditional ‘aizubandaisan’ dance [1].
Japanese robot designers try to build trust by incorporating aspects of fictional
references to helpful and social robots, such as Anime characters Astroboy and
the Patlabor [1]. But, representations can be incredibly primitive and build emo-
tional attachment, for example, humans watching 2D dots moving on a screen intu-
itively differentiate between animate versus inanimate movement based on how wel
algorithms replicate biological behaviour [74].Mimicry of biological behaviours can
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make people empathise and be concerned for the wellbeing of robots, evidenced by
viral videos of the Spot robot by Boston Dynamics being kicked and struggling to
stay upright [9].

People enter into a relationship with a robot if it simulates human-like emotional
and personal understanding, even though these relationships lack the authenticity of
shared humanmeaning [95]. Entirely soft autonomous robots may bridge the authen-
ticity divide, triggering different emotions and trust reactions than solid state robots.
Consider the 3D printed soft Octobot designed to emulate a real Octopus, controlled
with microfluidic logic instead of microchips [98]. Biology-inspired control systems
are likely to affect trust responses.

The way AS communicate verbally and through sound can have a big impact on
implicit trust. Tom Gruber (Siri Advanced Development Head at Apple) argues that
people feel more trusting of Apple’s Siri if she has a higher quality voice, “the better
voice actually pulls the user in and has them use it more. So it has an increasing-
returns effect” [56].

Physical characteristics also impact on how much humans move from empathy
to revulsion when robots are like humans, but eerily not quite like humans-known
as the uncanny valley [66] impacting how much people intuitively trust them. There
is much research still to be done on whether AS that does not attempt human-like
physical characteristics might not arouse the same empathy or emotional connection,
but may still generate trust. The rise of chatbots in the tradition of Eliza is a linguistic
means by which to generate disembodied trust. However, one benefit from realistic
facial gestures and embodied movements of robots could be a speed advantage of
conveying subtle information regarding the uncertainty of a robot’s beliefs, their
skepticism or their competing interests when providing an answer to human query
improving integrity judgments (see Fig. 18.1). Such gestures may be implementable
as avatar animations alongside text communication. The model outlined in Sect. 9.3
may also help us understand how humans implicitly trust autonomous systems in
lieu of human-like physical characteristics or avatars. Consider human-drivers who
trust Telsa’s autopilot function. The car has no physical similarities with humans.
Additionally, Telsa drivers cannot trust Tesla because they explicitly know anything
about the algorithms before they set the autopilot on. Trust could come from implicit
factors such as integrity or reliability (see Fig. 9.1). Integrity judgments may stem
from a cult of personality around ElonMusk’s extensive future vision for solar power,
electric cars and sustainable colonies on Mars [26]?

9.4.2 Explicit Justifications of Trust

Trust is explicitly justified when we have reasons to rely on someone or something.
These reasonsmight coalesce into a deductive, inductive or abductive inference based
on the testimony and behaviour of an agent. The link between trust and higher order
reasoning is supported by research showing that human intelligence relates to how
successfully people evaluate trustworthiness [16, 21, 102]. Under this hypothesis,
intelligent people foster relationships with people less likely to betray them andmake

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-64816-3_18
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better contextual judgments to account for circumstances where trust is difficult
to uphold. Explicit reasons for trust may allow more nuanced and accurate trust
judgments than relying on gut feelings or intuition.

Faulkner [25] argues that though we need reasons to trust an agent generally, we
do not need reasons to justify particular statements from that agent. Our reasons
to trust are based on evaluations of a general trustworthiness of an agent [24, 39–
41, 63]. After all, the boy who cried wolf was not trusted in the end because he
had a history of false testimony even though he was correct in the final instance.
A trustworthy reputation for Y built up inductively with X can be shared quickly
via testimony to other agents P , Q and R etc... Thus, the value of a trustworthy
reputation is not only the ability of X to act based on information provided by Y , but
its transferability, that is, secondary agents P , Q and R, are justified to trust Y iff
they trust X without themselves needing prior interaction with Y . The transferability
of a trustworthiness judgment increases the effectiveness and efficiency of social
relationships and information systems.

But, does increased efficiency dangerously increase risk? Hume rejected testi-
mony as a source of justification for trust [43]. He thought that a hearerwas justified to
trust based only on their personal observations of the speaker’s history of truth-telling
plus inductive inference from those observations [29]. Hume’s reluctance to accept
other people’s pronouncements demonstrates the subtly and context-sensitivity of
trust relationships. An AS might be trustworthy for native English speakers, but
break down when deployed in mixed language context. Or an AS learns how to
operate with a Platoon, but must be re-skilled each time it interacts with a new
human team.

Highly complex AS are a problem for explicit justifications of trust. Because if
reasons are required for trust, then perhaps no individual has sufficient reasons to
make such a judgment? Take the job of calibrating a ScanEagle unmanned aircraft
with hyperspectral imagery sensors to map coastal areas [42]. One individual might
verify the location and ensure the imagery sensors are operating correctly but be
unable to evaluate the hyperspectral map. The point is that no one operator may know
or vouch for all components, mechanisms and physical properties that comprise a
complex AS. A key difference between human-human trust and human-As trust is
the complexity and difficulty of a single agent-agent dyad relationship. I propose
that instead of relying on individual testimony AS be judged trustworthy by teams
and groups that are themselves deemed to be trustworthy within the domain. Groups
may include (but are not limited to):

1. Regulatory agencies responsible for issuing parameters of safe operation
including physical construction and operational algorithms, operator licensing,
maintenance, consumer safety.

2. Institutions and companies designing and building AS.
3. Cohesive teams of staff responsible for successful operations.
4. Environmental conditions conducive to operational success.

Hume’s framework could still be useful within a more layered and complicated
system of establishing explicit trust. A Human regulatory framework means that an
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Fig. 9.2 Model of trust and
competence where human
levels of competence yield
the highest trust and trust is
reduced at sub-human and
super-human levels

individual is justified in trusting anAS in virtue of their background knowledge of the
past veracity of regulators, companies and staff plus inductive inference from those
beliefs to a current instance. However, induction remains a significant problem for
fast evolving AS. New AS may be made by cohesive and trustworthy teams, yet not
have sufficient inductive evidence to generate warranted trust in their safe operation.
This may be true, even though an individual knows that a particular aircraft company
has a history of trustworthiness and that the regulatory bodies have a history of safe
aircraft policies. In cases where innovation is radical and complex, trustworthiness
needs inductive and abductive arguments-inference to the best explanation-to justify
operations. An individual or organisation should devise an individualized set of
weighted factors that together render a trust or not-trust threshold for a particular AS.

9.4.3 A Cognitive Model of Trust and Competence

Considering both intrinsic and extrinsic forms of justification, is there a linear rela-
tionship between competence and trust (holding integrity constant)? I propose that
trust and competence forms more of a quadratic relation for trust. We build trust as
agents become more competent. We reserve a pinnacle of trust at a human level of
competence, and then trust declines as humans or machines exhibit competence at
the outlier or far beyond ordinary human capacity to understand it-see Fig. 9.2. This
model needs empirical testing, but I think the burden of proof is on the developers of
AS to demonstrate how trust can be retained or improved as competence surpasses
human capabilities and understanding. Such a justification may arise via reputational
justifications as specified in Sect. 9.4.2.
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To appreciate the impact of outlier competence, consider the AlphaGo game
played against leading Go player Lee SeeDol in 2016 [65]. In move 37, Match 2,
AlphaGo-amachine learningAI-placed a single black stone on the board that shocked
the human player Lee SeeDol so much that he immediately left the table. This move
was incomprehensible at a top Go playing level. What this move revealed was that
humans sometimes do not understand why an AI acts in order to evaluate it. This
is relevant because each competitor playing Go must presume the capacity in their
opponent (human or AI) and use game play to build theories to explain strategies
and mistakes of their opponent. When playing another human, Go players might
overtly inquire about the opponents Go background (how old were they when they
begin playing? How much have they played? Who have they played against? What
books have they read? What teachers have they had? What sort of handicap do they
have? etc.). Players watch their opponents actions, not only the stones placed, but the
manner of their placement, and the ultimate destination on the board. Each move can
be evaluated in the immediate context of the game, but also in forming what Nelson
Goodman [32] describes as overhypotheses about their opponents style, learning
journey, preferences, beliefs and desires. Players use these overhypotheses to predict
what an opponent will do, then use these predictions to design their own strategies to
counteract them. In terms of outcome, Move 37, was very strong, providing support
to stones over a large swathe of the board. But, at the moment the move was made, it
was impossible to trust by the human opponent because they could not evaluate the
competency of the action based on the information available about its genesis. What
was AlphaGo? How does it think? What grounds its decisions? How does it make
its decisions? Human understanding is critical to trust between humans and AS. It
is likely in the future that more and more AIs driving AS are complex, sophisticated
intellects, bornofmachine learning andother architectures. Thedanger is that humans
do not trust them because they cannot understand them.

Smithson in Sect. 9.7 discuses people’s aversion to systems that conflict with their
own forecasts and diagnoses. Users view autonomous systems as less trustworthy if
they do not understand how they operate, for example, if users do not know all the
possible failure modes of an autonomous system, they will trust it less than if they
know these states. His argument supports the hypothesis here that people are most
likely to trust systems that produce results aligned with human-levels of decision-
making.

Consider if AlphaGo was a platoon commander, sending troops into a war zone.
Imagine, just as in move 37, the AS commander ordered soldiers to go to a place they
could not make sense of; that they felt put their lives or civilian lives at unnecessary
risk? Keep in mind that each soldier has a duty to disobey an unlawful order if its ille-
gality is immediately obvious, such as procedural irregularity or moral gravity [71].
In these cases, humans ought not trust the AI, even if the AI proves to be more
competent than human decision makers. The AI could have access to huge reposito-
ries of data unable to be processed by humans. These calculations and decisions are
frightening to humans and justify wariness and skepticism. Even more significantly,
suppose complex sophisticated AIs were in charge of Lethal Autonomous Weapons
Systems (LAWS), both decisions to target and decisions to fire, how do we know
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whether to trust them? How would deaths be judged just or unjust if the algorithms
deciding who dies are beyond human comprehension? LAWs led by AIs may lead
to unintended initiation of armed conflicts and the unjust escalation of conflicts [5].

It is important to note that leadingmanufacturers ofLAWscurrently require human
oversight and judgment for all decisions to target and to fire [5]. Current restrictions
are based on the notion that humans are better decision-makers than machines. How-
ever, manufacturers continue to build incrementally autonomous capabilities across
all systems. To imagine the impact of increasing autonomy for weapons systems, it is
instructive to consider how other industries have rolled out autonomous systems and
their impact on human users. Car manufacturer Tesla released a self-driving mode on
its cars with the requirement that humans always have their hands at the wheel. Yet,
Tesla drivers drive while deliberately disobeying protocols because they trust that the
systems do not actually require their oversight [86]. There is evidence as AS become
increasingly sophisticated humans may become either overly trusting or overly
skeptical. Consider research on autonomous offshore oil drilling system opera-
tions [34]. Drill operators sometimes abandon their duty to oversee AS due to
competing cognitive demands or they ignore the AS and make their own decisions
inefficiently. In both cases the level of trust in the autonomous system plays a direct
role in howhumans view their obligations to participate in broader systems operations
or obeyoversight protocols. In sum,while there are currently policies requiringLAWs
to be under ultimate human control, the pressures and stress of combat may lead
to humans relinquishing control. In the future humans may not have the competence
to be in control of these systems.

Perhaps more frightening is a future where AS knows how to manipulate consent
and trust in humans [10]. This is a situation where we trust an AS because it is
clever enough to manufacture our trust. But, it does so in either a disingenuous or
manipulative way. It is not hard to imagine such an AI capitalizing on inductive
trust tendencies or biases in humans. Consider Nelson Goodman’s [32] thought
experiment about the colour of emeralds known as the ‘grue-paradox’ [18]. In this
hypothetical, all our experience of emeralds is their greenishness, so we ascribe to
them the stable and persistent property ‘green’. Goodman points out that in fact,
Emeralds might be not green but ‘grue’. Grue is a property of objects that makes
them look green until a particular time (e.g. 2025), but look blue afterwards:

Definition 1 x is grue=d f x is examined before t and green
∨

x is not so examined
and blue.

If Emeralds are grue, they have never been green. Now suppose we take this
hypothetical case of false induction (i.e. trying to establish facts about emeralds
and their colour from history and experience) and consider malevolent programmers
building an AS. These programmers design a robot that engenders trust over time,
for a long time, like an embedded undercover operative. During production and
deployment, the AS passes every test humans and regulators can design to establish
its trustworthiness. The AS is tested in hundreds of real time situations and thousands
of simulated scenarios. But, unbeknownst to regulators, it has been programmed to
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switch modes in 2025 while deeply embedded in society. So, humans trusted it, but
then the AS betrays them and carries out its secret objective. There was no way
to know, inductively that the AS would flip. That it was actually an untrustworthy
AS. It is also concerning to consider if such hidden higher-level objectives can be
programmed, such programs could be activated or changed remotely and iteratively-
threatening the integrity of the AS.

9.4.4 Trustworthiness and Risk

Finally, when ascribing trustworthiness to agent Y, X needs to consider the context
of decisions. We have different thresholds for trust depending on the risk of the
decisions that have to be made and this in turn depends on impact of decisions-see
Fig. 9.3. This figure shows the relationship between decision impact, trustworthiness
and trust. Life-threatening decisions, such as our choice of neurosurgeon have a
higher threshold for trust than merely inconvenient decisions such as our choice
of lawyer to settle a contract on a house. Consider PARO, a robot that resembles a
baby-seal designed to assist the elderly similar to pet therapy. If PAROmalfunctions,
very little is lost to the humans who rely on it. But if a rescue robot malfunctions
during an evacuation human lives are at stake. If 0 = no trust and 1.0 = absolute trust,
We may need to trust our surgeon 0.99 in order to agree to brain surgery, but only
need to trust our check out clerk 0.65 in order to complete our retail shopping. This
is relevant in AS where similar algorithms may be installed or implemented into a

Fig. 9.3 Relationship between decision impact, trustworthiness and trust
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huge variety of contexts. We can imagine perceptual and mechanical algorithms that
allow a capsicum-picking robot [55] to drop 1 in 10 vegetables being reconfigured to
help in a rescue operation where dropping 1 in 10 children from a boat is absolutely
unacceptable.

9.4.5 Summary

This section examined the epistemology of trustworthiness. Implicit indicators of
trust can be grounded in physical responses and intuitions as well as reputational
features of the system that designed and built the AS. Explicit, reflective or rational
trust can be elusive, but must stem from our experience of people over time and our
reasons to judge their trustworthiness. As AS becomemore complex, reasons to trust
need to be curated from teams of experts including regulators, designers, engineers,
users and so forth. Inductive reasoning may need to be augmented by abductive
reasoning for radically innovative AS that involve untested combinations of systems
and/or new types of systems.

Even once explicit evaluation methods are established, the increasing competence
of AS is a risk to human trust. I argue that increased competence increases trust in AS
byhumans both for implicit and explicit justifications upuntil competence far exceeds
human comprehension. As AS competence continues to increase, humans may cease
trusting them because they do not understand them (perhaps frustrating engineers
and designers). Or, perhaps even worse, they falsely trust malevolent systems that
should not be trusted. Either way, humans may become unreliable at evaluating
trustworthiness as AS surpass human cognitive capacities.

9.5 What or Who Should We Trust?

What or who should we trust? Robots and AS should be programed with our best
normative theories of logic, rationality [46] and ethics tempered with pragmatic per-
formance expectations. Robots andAS are already computational devices, thus abide
by propositional logic, predicate logic, and sometimes paraconsistent logic [93].
Robots increasingly make decisions under uncertainty using Bayesian rationality
[8, 92]. In the future, robots and AS will be designed to test newer normative theo-
ries of rationality such as quantum cognition [13] (See Sect. 10). Ethically, we should
trust humans and AS that take care of our interests and obey the law. This section
will briefly survey ethical theories that AS ought to abide by.

Legal frameworks can do some of the normative heavy lifting for AS, but
unfortunately the law is not nearly nuanced enough to cover human-judged ethi-
cal behaviours. For example, suppose a tree branch has fallen on the road during a
storm [57]. A human driver would cross double-yellow lines on a road to go around
the branch once a safety-checkwas undertaken andwewould judge her ethical. How-

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-64816-3_10
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ever, for us to trust an autonomous car to make the same judgment, violating legal
requirements regarding double-yellow lines, it would need to know a huge range of
concepts and contexts, e.g. computational versions of terms such as ‘obstruction’
and ‘safe’ [31]. Humans make decisions that violate the law strictly speaking, but
are usually nuanced actions that take context and risk into account.

In terms of human rights, AS ought to be aligned to the United Nations Decla-
ration of Human Rights, the Geneva Conventions and Protocols [44]), and human
rights law [6]. Additionally, AS ought consider a broad range of ethical theories
from philosophy. Consequentialism (or ‘Utilitarianism’) is a dominant ethical the-
ory that would justify AS actions if they cause the most happiness or ‘utility’. For a
Utilitarian, LAWs would be justified if they remove human error, thus reduce civil-
ian casualities. Self-driving cars are justified if they massively reduce the road toll,
even if the occasional person or bystander is killed through error. Utilitarian argu-
ments are the most frequently cited arguments in favour of deploying autonomous
systems. Deontological arguments focus not on the ends of decisions, but the way
decisions are made, aka ‘the ends do not justify the means’. Kant might agree
that lying to all children about the existence of Santa creates the most happiness,
but, it is unethical because it violates the Categorical Imperative [73]. A deon-
tologically or ‘duty’ based AS may have a duty to retain all records of software
upgrades and decision parameters in an impenetrable black box for later insurance
claims and legal determinations regardless of whether such records end up dispro-
portionately punishing low socioeconomic groups. Each design decision can be
worked through from different ethical perspectives including social contract the-
ory, virtue ethics or feminist ethics. While different theories may demand con-
flicting design decisions, many decisions may come out the same. For example,
there are both Utilitarian and Kantian justifications for rescue robots to obey triage
rules in a rescue. On the other hand, some ethical theories provide a unique way
of understanding how and why we trust each other under stressful and uncertain
circumstances. Virtue ethics justifies action not based on their consequences or inten-
tion, but on virtues such as bravery and honour. Where as Utilitarian or Kantian prin-
ciples could possibly be coded into a decision maker, virtue is built up over time, via
experience and feedback calibrating specific actions against virtuous norms. Virtue
ethics could be incorporated into probabilistic decision systems because the right
action is not the one that always produces the best outcome. Under virtue ethics we
trust an AS if it made the best decision possible in its context given its operating
parameters. Additionally, newer ethical theories might fill in some decision-making
gaps. For example, Feminist ethics [45] could justify preferential care behaviours in
a special operations team. There is a particular synchronicity between virtue ethics
and feminist ethics that could be fruitful for building trust [35].

Our reliance on people and AS is affected by our level of dependence and coop-
eration. Our trust in our life partner to care for us involves a multi-faceted risk and
trust over time (with shared cognition) versus the one-off trust we might place in
a surgeon. For example, we don’t really care if our surgeon is nice to his in-laws
at Christmas, just so long as he can remove the tumour. We trust people who we
believe have strong reasons for acting in our best interests [38]. The main incentive
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for these reasons is a desire to maintain a strong relationship with us (whether that
is economic, love, friendship etc.). Trust between individuals is different to trust we
have in corporations. This asymmetry is a really significant issue for AS, because
humans ground their trust in beliefs about the corporation behind the AS, not the
systems themselves instantiated in a single car, robot, or computer installation. Social
norming is an approach to procedural ethics outside of traditional philosophical the-
ories from anthropology and sociology [101]. Social norming is about learning how
to behave in groups to get along the best. It requires we understand social expec-
tations. Detailed theories of cooperative behaviour stem from disciplines such as
sociology, biology, anthropology and group psychology. These models are not about
competence and achieving optimal performance on tasks, but about creating themost
cohesive, resilient teams of organisms. Theories such as game theory contribute to
understanding social norming [72]. One of themany advantages of group level norms
is the ability to train AS with social norming without needing top-down ethical the-
ories to drive behaviours.

However, while there are promising avenues for research into the ethical pro-
gramming to improve trust, many barriers exist for the universalization of such pro-
gramming. This is because there remains vast disagreement on what the right ethical
principles are or even whether ethical principles exist such that they could be imple-
mented into an AS. What does ethical talk amount to? It seems that humans judge
each others actions as ethical or not ethical based a huge range of theoretical, con-
textual, pragmatic and social factors that ethical theories struggle to explain beyond
stipulating that actual human decision makers exhibit a sort of hopeless contrariness.

There is a lot of work to be done in determining what the most ethical action
is in any particular context and what model underpins such actions. However, even
if we can program AS to be ultimately logical, rational or ethical, humans may be
uncomfortable. Would we trust machines that obey norms without empathy [28]?
Consider the origins of the word robot from the 1920 play, Rossumovi Univerzální
Roboti (Rossum’s Universal Robots). In the play Czech writer Karel Capek endowed
robots with not just thoughts, but emotions to enable them to increase their productiv-
ity [97]. Capek’s robotswere forcedworkersmore like biological androidsReplicants
in Bladerunner than metal machines. If we program AS with emotions and empathy
to build trust, will they suffer if we treat them badly? If AS are moral agents that can
suffer, then building trustworthy autonomous systems also means building an ethi-
cal and legal framework around their use and identifying their rights [81]. Japanese
roboticists are already designing robots to have ‘kokoro’, translated into heart, spirit
or mind [1]. Kokoro stems from animist spiritual thinking that all objects, including
rocks and trees, have some level of consciousness and agency including emotions,
intelligence and intention. Robots and AS of the future may need complex social
identities to meet ethical and social norms.
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9.6 The Value of Trustworthy Autonomous Systems

The discussion of the metaphysics, epistemology and normativity of trustworthiness
has assumed that trustworthyAS are the desired goal. However, do humanswant their
decisions automated even if available AS are trustworthy? One the one hand optimis-
ing AS could be ideal for human-robot interactions, freeing up time and resources,
but on the other hand, perhaps humans want to make their own decisions? We might
think that humans develop a sense of identity and security from decision making
responsibility in their roles and jobs and that we risk devaluing human workers by
outsourcing decisions to AS. If so, then even if AS increase process productivity, it
may decrease productivity overall. Alternatively, humans may find work tedious and
be glad for near-optimal autonomous task allocations [30]. In the Culture novels by
science fictionwriter IainM. Banks, theAS ’Minds’makemost human decisions that
aren’t spiritual or fun and the human populace are perfectly content [79]. ‘Minds’ are
sentient hyper-intelligent AIs on space ships and inhabited planets that have evolved
to become far more intelligent than their original biological creators. The minds have
taken over the administrative infrastructure of the Culture civilization.We don’t have
to go too far to see that humans already welcome efficiencies that stem frommachine
learning when they use their smart phones. How many decisions and what sorts of
decisions will humans outsource to an AS if given the opportunity?

Interestingly Gombolay et al. [30] found that contrary to their hypotheses (and
in alignment to Iain M. Banks), humans prefer to outsource decision making to
autonomous robots even when they perceived their human co-leader more favorably
than their robotic co-leader. Interestingly, in follow up questionnaires, subjects felt
that their human co-leader had additional properties, such that they liked, appreciated
and understood them, that humans understood, trusted and respected each other, and
finally that subjects and human co-leaders were important to the task. However,
liking humans and wanting them around is not the same as wanting humans to make
decisions.

One of the important distinctions when considering AS is the difference between
physically instantiated AI (e.g. personal robot) that learns and grows with an individ-
ual or team, versus an integrated AI programmed to act over many physical bodies
(e.g. networked self-driving cars) that show no preferential or focused behaviours
with individual humans. In the latter case, Iain M. Banks Minds and Apple’s subtle
machine learning might work fine. But, in the former case, social norming may be
the right solution.

9.7 Conclusion

This chapter has examined the trustworthiness of autonomous systems. I have argued
that effective robots and autonomous systems must be trustworthy and the risks of
reliance justified relative to perceived benefits. Trustworthiness is a dispositional and
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relational property of agents relative to other agents within spatiotemporal bounds.
Trustworthy agents must be reliable (incorporating adaptability and redundancy). A
two-componentmodel of trust was used to differentiate factors of competence (skills,
reliability and experience) to factors of integrity (motives, honesty and character).
When humans evaluate the trustworthiness of autonomous systems and other humans
they use intrinsic, ‘gut’ level cues such as physicality as well as extrinsic ‘top down’
reasoning. Humans tend to trust agents operating within the bounds of human cog-
nition and are less trusting as systems operate at super-human levels. The threshold
for trustworthiness of an agent or organisation depends on the impact of decisions
in a particular context. Building trustworthy autonomous systems requires obeying
the norms of logic, rationality and ethics under pragmatic constraints-even though
there is disagreement on these principles by experts. AS may need sophisticated
social identities including empathy and reputational concerns to build human-like
trust relationships. Ultimately transdisciplinary research drawing on metaphysical,
epistemological and normative human and machine theories of trust are needed to
design trustworthy autonomous systems for adoption.
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